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Abstract
Large-scale attacks on IoT and edge computing devices pose a significant threat. As a promi-
nent example, Mirai is an IoT botnet with 600,000 infected devices around the globe, capable
of conducting effective and targeted DDoS attacks on (critical) infrastructure. Driven by the
substantial impacts of attacks, manufacturers and system integrators propose Trusted Exe-
cution Environments (TEEs) that have gained significant importance recently. TEEs offer an
execution environment to run small portions of code isolated from the rest of the system,
even if the operating system is compromised. In this publication, we examine TEEs in the
context of system monitoring and introduce the Trusted Monitor (TM), a novel anomaly
detection system that runs within a TEE. The TM continuously profiles the system using
hardware performance counters and utilizes an application-specific machine-learning model
for anomaly detection. In our evaluation, we demonstrate that the TM accurately classifies
86% of 183 tested workloads, with an overhead of less than 2%. Notably, we show that a
real-world kernel-level rootkit has observable effects on performance counters, allowing the
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TM to detect it. Major parts of the TM are implemented in the Rust programming language,
eliminating common security-critical programming errors.

Keywords Trusted execution environment · Hardware performance counter · Machine
learning · Anomaly detection · Malware detection · Rust

1 Introduction

Recent forecasts estimate the number of 3.6 Internet of Things (IoT) devices per capita by
2023 [1].Moreover, by the end of 2030, a total number of 29.4 billion connected IoT devices is
expected [2]. At the same time, researchers observe an increasing threat from vulnerabilities
and malware [3]. Despite steady advances in security research and formal verification, it is
still unrealistic to build large software systems that are completely secure. Attackers are still
able to change the state of the running system by exploiting vulnerabilities. For example, a
privilege escalation vulnerability in the sudo binary has been unreported for more than ten
years [4]. Additionally, the Mirai [5] and the Hajime [6] botnets have hijacked a vast amount
of IoT devices.

Since it is unlikely for complex systems to parry every attack, the question arises if tam-
pering with the system state can be detected. A promising instrument for detecting state
anomalies is system monitoring. Once an anomaly is detected, it is possible to react accord-
ingly. However, system monitoring can only be beneficial as long as an adversary is not able
to disable or subvert the monitoring techniques. As a matter of principle, a monitoring tool
at the level of the operating system is susceptible to kernel-level attackers. This is because
the adversary is always able to disable the monitoring techniques (e.g., by removing the
corresponding code from the running operating system).

As a countermeasure, several hypervisor-based monitoring systems have been proposed
[7–9]. By leveraging Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) [10], it becomes possible to
retrieve insights about the dynamic state of the virtual machine that potentially uncovers
intruders. In contrast to a host-based system, a hypervisor-based monitoring system has a
smaller Trusted Computing Base (TCB) [11] and can withstand a kernel-level attacker by
design.

In recent times, TEEs have seen widespread use in modern System on Chips (SoCs).
The ARMTrustZone, one of the most prevalent TEE implementations, introduces hardware-
based isolation between two system partitions, the normal world and the secure world. The
normal world hosts a feature-rich Operating System (OS), whereas the secure world runs a
stripped-down special-purpose OS focusing on security-related tasks. The secure OS runs
Trusted Application (TAs). Even if an attacker gains the highest privilege in the normal
world, the secure world is still not compromised. This design can provide protection from
strong system-wide adversaries: Even a kernel-level or hypervisor-level attacker is not able
to influence the code running in the secure world arbitrarily, and communication is only
possible via well-defined, lightweight interfaces.

The strong isolation properties of modern TEEs enable TEE-based system monitoring
while keeping the TCB small. In this paper, we present the Trusted Monitor (TM), a novel
approach for intrusion detection based on low-level system monitoring and artificial intel-
ligence. From within the ARM TrustZone, we continuously monitor the system’s state by
relying on hardware performance counters. The performance metrics are utilized to infer the
running process. We show that different applications have different footprints with respect
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to their performance metrics and demonstrate that the insertion of a kernel rootkit changes
the footprint of the running application.
Problem statement. This paper makes the case that high-end IoT devices are widespread and
connected to the internet but still lack the level of security needed for reliable online operation.
Existing IoT devices are insecure by (software) design (e.g., by using programming languages
susceptible to buffer overflows), and also miss the ability to detect a successful attack on the
system. The use of insecure languages, such as C, causes a variety of vulnerabilities (e.g.,
Ripple20 [12], AMNESIA:33 [13]) that cannot be avoided systematically without a rewrite
of the whole system.

Our TM tackles this challenge by providing a novel intrusion detection system that is
suitable for existing applications and will be presented in the following.
Contributions In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate intrusion and anomaly detection
based on hardware performance counters and artificial intelligence directly out of the
ARM TrustZone TEE.

(2) We present a functional prototype as an extension to the Linux operating system. Major
parts of theTMare implemented in theRust programming language, eliminating common
security-critical programming errors.

(3) We evaluate the monitoring capabilities based on hardware performance counters and
show that the monitor correctly classifies 86% of the 183 evaluated workloads.

(4) We show the feasibility of our approach by analyzing the performance penalty in practice.
We measure an overhead below 2% with an interval of one second or more between the
system checks.

(5) We demonstrate that our trained model detects deviations in the hardware performance
counters when a real-world kernel-level rootkit is activated.

2 Related work

There are several streams of work related to our proposed system architecture.
Hypervisor-based system monitoring Hypervisor-based monitoring systems are a well-
researched field, and multiple security-focused thin hypervisors have been proposed [14].
For example,HIMA provides hypervisor-based integrity measurements for a VirtualMachine
(VM) as an extension of a general-purpose hypervisor [7]. SecVisor is a tiny hypervisor that
ensures that only trusted code can execute at the kernel level [8]. Sharif et al. focus on high
performance and design an in-VM monitoring system [9]. Chen et al. propose Overshadow,
a system to protect the integrity of application data even if the OS is compromised [15].
NumChecker is a hypervisor-based system for detecting control-flow deviations in the kernel
[16]. All of the systems rely on virtualization techniques and either require a hypervisor or
act as a hypervisor.
TEE-based systemmonitoring. In contrast, a TEE-based approach like the TM does not block
or occupy virtualization layers for system monitoring purposes. Further, a TEE-based design
allows for reducing the TCBby offloading software isolation directly to the hardware. Several
novel systems based on the ARM TrustZone have been proposed. For example, the ARM
TrustZone can be used to protect the kernel’s memory [17, 18]. Moreover, TrustDump allows
for dumping the RAM of the OS even after a crash or compromise [19]. Busch et al. designed
a TEE-based system that can monitor the configuration of peripherals for optical networks
[20]. These approaches selectively utilize TEE-based isolation to achieve security properties.
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We align ourselves with these approaches and propose the TM, a TEE-based approach for
intrusion and anomaly detection. In this publication, we focus on the ARMv8-A architecture,
which is already in use for the magnitude of IoT and edge-computing devices as of today.
However, there are approaches fitted to Intel-based processors with Intel SGX enclaves as
well. For example, Nakano et al. propose a system that is capable of inspecting the memory
and storage of a target VM from within an SGX enclave [21]. Moreover, some works move
Snort, an open-source network-based intrusion detection system, to an SGX enclave [22, 23].
In contrast to these, we do not inspect storage, memory, or network traffic but utilize hardware
performance counters to profile the applications in the normal world. While the Intel SGX
TEE has been deprecated in the consumer sector [24, p. 57], the ARM TrustZone TEE is
continued with the upcoming ARMv9-A architecture [25], and we believe that the overall
architecture of the TM is also compatible with Keystone [26], an open TEE framework for
the RISC-V architecture.

Multiple recent works propose to use general machine-learning techniques (or at least
inference) in a TEE [27–32]. In particular, Bayerl et al. protect machine-learning models
from adversaries with a TEE [33]. The decryption of a model is bound to a TEE with the
corresponding key. Similar to us, they use TensorFlow Lite in the TrustZone to conduct
secure inference. However, we do not focus on protecting the model from adversaries but on
detecting system anomalies.
Monitoring based on hardware performance counters As input for our anomaly detection
framework, we rely on hardware performance counters, as provided by the Performance
Monitoring Unit (PMU) of recent ARMv8-A CPUs. Given the significant amount of related
work in this area, hardware performance counters are well-established for security purposes.
For example, Xia et al. detect control-flow discrepancies with performance counters [34],
Yuan et al. implement Eunomia, a detection framework for return-oriented programming
[35], and Aweke et al. design a system to detect Rowhammer attacks [36]. Similar to us,
Demme et al. use performance counters for the detection of runningmalware and identify that
applications have distinguishable footprints [37]. Tang et al. rely on hardware performance
counters and unsupervised machine learning for anomaly detection [38], while Bahador et al.
and Singh et al. use support vector machines and decision trees to classify applications [39,
40]. Kuruvila et al. focus on an explainable machine-learning model for intrusion detection
via hardware performance counters [41]. There are several approaches to detect CPU side-
channel attacks based on machine learning [42–44]. Neither of these approaches relies on a
TEE.

There are also limitations when using hardware performance counters for anomaly detec-
tion [45]. In particular, improper configuration can lead to indeterministic results, and
depending on the architecture, hardware performance counters are subject to overcount-
ing errors [46]. We share the opinion of Das et al. and Zhou et al. that hardware performance
counters are not eligible for security monitoring in every environment, i.e., an arbitrary
general-purpose device. We, however, focus on specialized devices executing monotonous
but CPU-intensive tasks instead of changing interactive user sessions. For example, we con-
sider high-end IoT or edge computing devices for video preprocessing or volumetric network
stream processing and encoding (see Sect. 4). In this context, we can address the indetermin-
ism and overcounting issues. One cause of overcounting lies in configuring the PMU in a
way that generates hardware interrupts to halt the running program repeatedly after a certain
number of recorded events. Both handling the interrupt and the interrupt skid cause over-
counting. The latter describes the fact that the PMU interrupt does not immediately halt the
CPU execution. Instead, an indeterministic amount of instructions is executed before the
asynchronous interrupt arrives at the CPU. To mitigate this, our system does not rely on
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PMU interrupts. Instead, we regularly sample the hardware performance counters from the
secure world.While we deliberately do not offer per-process monitoring, we assume amono-
tonic CPU-intensive workload as the normal state and focus on detecting deviations from it.
Moreover, we prevent the normal world from accessing the performance counter registers,
impeding direct counter manipulations by an attacker. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to propose a system monitoring framework that relies on hardware performance
counters and uses machine learning techniques directly within the ARM TrustZone TEE.
Memory-safe and type-safe TEEs/TAs The memory-safe and type-safe Rust programming
language has gained popularity. Thus, implementing system software in Rust is evident [47–
49]. Cerdeira et al. show that contemporary TEEs/TAs are typically written in C and contain
vulnerabilities [50]. RustZone [51] demonstrates the practical feasibility of developing TAs
using memory-safe Rust code for the first time. With RusTEE [52], a Software Development
Kit (SDK) for building TAs for ARM TrustZone is now publicly available. Using Rust for
building TAs can be likewise found for other TEEs than the TrustZone. For example, Rust-
SGX [53] and Fortanix Rust EDP [54] enable the use of Rust for the Intel SGX TEE.

Contrary to existing approaches, we combine and consolidate multiple ideas into one
system architecture: Running within the ARMTrustZone TEE, our TM continuously collects
performance metrics of the normal world by means of hardware performance counters. We
then use a machine-learning model directly in the TEE to infer the running process. To
prevent critical vulnerabilities (e.g., memory corruptions and type confusions) in the TCB,
we implement major parts of our system in Rust.

3 Threat model

We consider an attacker who leverages remote communication channels to gain unauthorized
access to the device. The adversary’s goal is to gain control over the device to run malicious
workloads. For example, the attackermight utilize the device forDistributedDenial of Service
(DDoS) attacks [5, 6] or cryptomining [55].We assume that the hardware works according to
the specification of the manufacturer. Side-channel attacks on the secure world [56] are out of
scope, as well as all forms of physical attacks on the device. Based on a hardware-protected
Root of Trust (RoT), the integrity of the software components is ensured during boot time
(secure boot), and a Chain of Trust (CoT) is formed, i.e., each software component ensures
the integrity of the next component in the boot order. However, once the system is completely
booted, no dynamic integrity measurement takes place. While initially benign, the normal
world and its software are assumed to be vulnerable to attacks. For example, the attacker
might exploit vulnerabilities in the system’s network stack to take over the system [12, 13].

Our TCB consists of all software components in the secure world (see Sect. 4). Any
other software (e.g., the operating system in the normal world) is untrusted and potentially
compromised. This is a common threat model for TEE-based architectures.

To deceive a detection system based on hardware performance counters (like our TM),
an attacker can attempt to mimic the performance metrics of a legitimate application (see
Sect. 2). However, for this attack vector to be successful, the attacker requires extensive
knowledge of the system, which we believe is challenging to acquire without affecting the
system’s behavior in a manner that would trigger TM’s detection mechanisms in the first
place. Furthermore, we expect the development of malware that matches the performance
profile of a legal application to be highly complex, unstable, and error-prone.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the functionality of Trusted Monitor

4 TrustedMonitor

We first provide an overview of our proposed system architecture in Sect. 4.1. Subsequently,
we outline a device model and usage profile in which TM can be deployed (see Sect. 4.2).
We address the neural network architecture in Sect. 4.3 and explain the system components
in-detail in a bottom-up approach (see Sect. 4.4).

4.1 Overview

Figure1 gives an overview of the functionality of the TM. From a high-level perspective, the
TM configures the PMU to continuously collect performance metrics of the normal world
( 1©). We refer to this process as secure PMU sampling since the TM configures the PMU
in a way that the normal world cannot interfere with or access the PMU (see Sect. 4.4). The
collected performance metrics are fed into a machine-learning model ( 2©). Like the PMU
sampling, the machine learning model is executed directly in the secure world to prevent any
influence from the normal world. We assume that it is possible to subdivide an application
into a finite set of behavior phases (e.g., initialization phase and operative phase) [57, 58].
Thus, we train the model to detect the current application phase and infer the running process
( 3©). If an unexpected system state is detected, we assume tampering with the system and
raise an alarm. For example, if the TM detects the execution of an unknown application
(e.g., malware), an administrator might get notified, or the system might be reset. The TM
employs a machine-learning model to detect the current application phase and infer the
running process. If an unexpected system state is detected, we assume tampering with the
system and raise the alarm.

4.2 Device model

Because of indeterminism and overcounting issues, hardware performance counters are not
applicable for security purposes in every environment (see Sect. 2). For this reason, we do not
consider general-purpose computing systems. Instead, the main focus of our work is high-
end IoT and edge computing devices with a comparably powerful CPU yet simple system
behavior,which can be described as executingmonotonous butCPU-intensive tasks instead of
changing interactive user sessions on the device. Thus, we expect a weakly utilized scheduler,
that is, a system with a comparably low number of processes and a prioritized, dominant
process on each core. As a practical use case, we consider IoT devices that pre-process
video streams. For example, modern surveillance equipment relies on visual computing
and machine learning to automatically segment video streams [59, 60]. Another example is
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Fig. 2 Structure of the neural
network model
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network appliances and edge computing devices that continuously handle volumetric network
streams can provide a suitable environment for our system. In particular, the widely-used
DPDK offers a collection of data plane libraries and network interface controller polling-
mode drivers that allow for high-speed packet processing of network packets directly in
user-space processes. The toolkit enables telecommunication network providers to migrate
performance-critical services, such as the backbone for mobile networks, to the cloud [61].
While the active polling for received packages reduces network latencies, it significantly
increases CPU utilization, thereby facilitating an environment that is suited for the TM.

4.3 Neural networkmodel

The TM conducts secure inference based on an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) directly
fromwithin the secureworld.The conceptual process is as follows:Wefirst train themodel in a
trusted environment. To do so, we collect and store performancemetrics from the applications
with their respective behavior phases that are meant to run on the device [57, 58]. With the
collected performance metrics, we then use the machine-learning framework TensorFlow
[62] for offline training of an ANN.
Neural-network structure Figure2 shows the structure of the ANN used by the TM. On
our evaluation platform (see Sect. 4.4), the PMU can monitor a maximum of six counters
at a time. Thus, the input to the model is a <1x6> tensor consisting of the (normalized)
performance counters PC1 to PC6. As our input is one-dimensional, we choose a multi-
layer perceptron with a single fully connected hidden layer (<6xM>). The number of hidden
neurons M is selected to be between the size of the input layer (6) and the size of the output
layer (N ). In the hidden layer, we use a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function
to mitigate vanishing gradients in the network. By contrast, we apply a Softmax activation
function in the fully connected output layer (<MxN>). It converts the output to values that
can be interpreted as probabilities. After applying the Softmax function, the elements of the
output tensor (<1xN>) are in the range from zero to one and sum up to one. Each entry
PApp1 to PAppN can be interpreted as the probability that one of the N trained application
phases or processes is running in the normal world. We assume that the application with the
highest probability runs in the normal world and do not use an unknown class that catches
previously unseen applications. To evaluate TM (see Sect. 5), we rely on a training set with
183 application phases. Thus, we choose N = 183 and M = 128.
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Fig. 3 System components of the Trusted Monitor

Training process The TM’s ANN is trained using a supervised-learning approach that
requires a large set of input data for the training process. To obtain the required data for
training, the applications’ behaviors and their performance metrics are recorded using the
TMmechanisms while the system is still in a trustworthy environment. Each application that
may legally run on the system is recorded for 100 s, resulting in the required amount of data
that is used for the training of the model using TensorFlow running on a host machine with a
powerful processor. Based on the recorded data, the model is trained for several epochs until
the epoch accuracy is sufficiently high and the epoch loss is acceptably low enough to avoid
overfitting to the data.

To conduct secure machine learning inference from within the secure world, we use an
adjusted version of TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers [63] and include it as a building
block in our system architecture.

4.4 System components

We implement the TM on aMarvell OCTEON TX2 CN913X development board, which has
four Cortex-A72 ARMv8-A Central Processing Unit (CPUs), native support for the ARM
TrustZone TEE, secure boot, and a PMU. Each of the ARM Cortex-A72 CPUs includes
a PMU. The normal world is untrusted, whereas the secure world is part of the TCB. We
extend standard software for the ARMv8-A architecture with custom components for the
TM. In this Section, we refine the previously given overview of the TM. Figure3 visualizes
the components. Components in bold font extend the default software stack to implement
the TM. We explain the system architecture in detail in a bottom-up approach.

An ARMv8-A CPU supports multiple hardware privilege layers, which are referred to as
Exception Levels (ELs). EL3 is the most-privileged EL, and EL0 has the least privileges.
Higher ELs can preempt the execution and access the data of less-privileged ELs. EL3 hosts
the so-called securemonitor,whichmanages the context switches fromand to the secureworld
OS.WedeployTrusted Firmware-A (TF-A), an open-source reference implementation for the
secure monitor, to EL3 [64]. In the normal world, we use Linux as an OS. As a secure world
OS, we use Open Source TEE (OP-TEE) [65] together with the RusTEE [52] extensions.
OP-TEE allows implementing TAs which expose a function-based interface to the normal
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world. Via the EL3 firmware, normal-world applications can issue a context switch to execute
the exposed TA functions. In addition to that, RusTEE enables developers to implement TAs
using the memory-safe and type-safe Rust programming language.

To reduce the risk caused by memory corruptions, null-pointer dereferences, and use-
after-free vulnerabilities, we implement the TM as a Rust TA running on OP-TEE with the
RusTEE extensions. The TMTA consists of 300 lines of customRust code, the Rust standard
library, the Rust libc wrapper, and the RusTEE wrapper for the system call API towards
OP-TEE. To allow for secure inference, we also build TensorFlow Lite for Microcontrollers,
including our model as a static library, which we link against the Rust TA. Finally, we
implement a small wrapper that allows us to call our ANN model from within the Rust code
of the TA. Overall, the TM continuously reads out the PMU hardware performance counters,
profiling the normal world. The retrieved values are fed into our ANN model to predict the
application phase that is currently executing. If we detect a deviation in the workload over
a user-configurable time, we raise an alarm. To implement the TM, we had to face several
challenges, which are described in the following.
Scheduling the TM TA Traditionally, the secure world operating system does not contain a
scheduler. Instead, the secure world is passive and only activated if the normal world issues
the execution of a function that is exposed by a TA. We, however, depend on continuously
executing the TM TA to sample the PMU hardware performance counters. To do so, we
implement the TM agent, a Linux application, that regularly calls the TM TA (dashed arrow,
Fig. 3). Since the TM agent is part of the normal world, it may be subject to compromise.
Therefore, we need to assume that an adversary can influence the TM agent arbitrarily. To
keep the attack surface small, we thus limit the interface between the TM agent and the TM
to a single exposed function. Still, the attacker might try to prevent the execution of the TM
completely (e.g., by killing the TM agent). For this reason, we rely on a mechanism based
on hardware watchdogs.
Hardware watchdog Hardware watchdogs are widespread on IoT devices and are an estab-
lished mechanism to react to a critical event. We force the normal world to schedule the
TM TA indirectly [66–69]. Whenever the TM TA is called, the watchdog is reset, i.e., the
pending system restart is deferred. However, if an attacker in the normal world prevents the
scheduling of the TM, the watchdog expires and restarts the system. This requires that the
normal world has no access to the watchdog. Therefore, we assign a hardware watchdog to
the secure world, limiting access to software in the secure world only. Moreover, access to
peripherals is, by design, not possible from a TA in OP-TEE. Thus, we extend OP-TEE with
a driver for the hardware watchdog and extend OP-TEE with a new system call to expose the
watchdog to the TMTA (dotted arrows, Fig. 3). Finally, the watchdog needs to be initially set
up. The TM agent calls the TM TA for the first time when the normal world is fully booted.
However, this also means that an attacker could try to prevent the start of the TM TA in the
first place. Since the watchdog might not yet be enabled, the attacker would be able to take
over the device indefinitely. To parry such attacks, the watchdog is initialized directly after a
device reset. To do so, we add a watchdog setup routine to TF-A, which is executed before
any normal-world system software.
PMU driver Similar to the hardware watchdog, directly accessing the PMU from an OP-TEE
TA is not possible. Thus, we extend OP-TEE with a PMU driver and implement a system call
that allows the TMTA to retrieve the PMU performance counter values (solid arrows, Fig. 3).
In total, we add around 400 lines of PMU driver code to OP-TEE. By default, TF-A at EL3
saves and restores the PMU registers during a context switch from the normal world to the
secure world and vice versa. This, however, hinders our approach that relies on extracting the
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hardware performance counters of the normal world. Therefore, we also adjust TF-A such
that the PMU registers are left untouched during a context switch.
Secure PMU We design our system with the idea that the PMU cannot be accessed from the
normal world. However, restricting access to the PMU has proven to be challenging. There
are two interfaces to the PMU. The first option is to directly access the PMU configuration
registers (e.g., PMUSERENR_EL0 [70]). Alternatively, the PMU is mapped in the physical
address space and can be accessed with standard memory operations [71]. To implement the
TM, the normal world must not be able to access the PMU configuration, neither via system
registers nor the memory-mapped interface.

In the first step, we configure the system in a way that any normal world access to the PMU
system registers raises an exception that is taken to EL3, which is part of the secure world
(MDCR_EL3.TDA [72]). In the corresponding secure world handler, we avert the register
access. Normal world software is neither able to prevent the trap nor overwrite the secure
world handler. This is because it runs on secure world memory that is inaccessible from the
normal world.

Restricting normal world accesses to the memory-mapped PMU interface is more chal-
lenging. This is because the operating system in the normal world can, in the first instance,
map any address in the physical address space, depending on its own MMU configuration.
Whether the normal world access to a physical address is successful depends on whether the
address resolves to RAM or a memory-mapped peripheral. The TrustZone Address Space
Controller (TZASC) enables partitioning RAM into secure and normal regions, prevent-
ing normal-world access to secure regions. Similarly, the TrustZone Protection Controller
(TZPC) allows assigning peripherals to one of the worlds [73]. Since the memory-mapped
PMU interface is not located in RAM, we cannot rely on the TZASC to protect them [71].
Despite not being supported by all hardware platforms, the memory-mapped PMU interface
can be configured to be only accessible from the secure world through the TZPC. If the
hardware platform supports it, we propose to configure the memory-mapped PMU interface
as secure-world only. In combination with trapping normal world PMU register access, the
PMU is now exclusive to the secure world, which is an important building block for our
system architecture.

If the TZPC on a platform does not allow to restrict memory-mapped PMU access, there
is an additional protection primitive we can rely on. The Platform Partition Controller (PPC),
available on most off-the-shelf hardware of big manufacturers (e.g., NXP, Xilinx, Nvidia,
Qualcomm, Broadcom, and Samsung), allows intercepting all requests on the system bus for
configurable regions, regardless of theworld the request originates from [74].We thenpropose
to dynamically configure the PPC to disallow any access to the memory-mapped PMU
interface before entering the normal world and, respectively, allow access upon switching
to the secure world. For a secure TM implementation, we require a platform that allows
exclusively assigning the PMU to the secure world.

Our evaluation platform, the Marvell OCTEON TX2, does not support restricting access
to the memory-mapped TM interface via the TZPC or the PPC and, thus, is susceptible to an
attacker with knowledge about the existence and the internals of the TM to manipulate the
performance counters and the PMUconfiguration systematically and, thus, trick the TM. This
hardware limitation, however, does neither invalidate the concept of TM nor the platform’s
use as an evaluation platform. If suitable hardware is available (e.g., Boundary Device’s
Nitrogen8M board [75]), a secure implementation is possible.
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5 Evaluation

In this Section, we evaluate the capabilities and the performance of the TM. At first, we
compare the performance-counter values obtained from Linux’s perf tool against the values
from the TM to underline the validity of system-wide performance monitoring compared to
process-level monitoring. Subsequently, we discuss the selection of performance counters, as
hardware-based performance-monitoring units (such as the ARM PMU) can only monitor a
limited number of performance counters simultaneously. Based on the selected performance
counters, we evaluate the TM’s ability to detect a real-world Linux rootkit. Finally, we
conclude with an evaluation of the runtime overhead of the TM.

5.1 Evaluation setup

Training data To demonstrate the monitoring capabilities, we train our model to classify
stress-ng stressors [76] that put stress on various system components (e.g., CPU or mem-
ory). In a production setup, the model would be trained to classify the applications running
on the device instead. Several of the 200+ stress-ng stressors are not compatible with our
platform (e.g., bigheap and brk), yielding 183 available stressors. To gain data for these,
we execute the stressors individually while we collect the performance-counter values. For
simplification, only one stressor runs simultaneously, with exactly one worker thread.
Performance counters In the following evaluations, we present measurements for several
performance counters. The counter names used throughout the rest of the paper are taken
from the ARM PMU documentation [77]. Different names used by, for instance, the perf tool
have been mapped to the corresponding name from the PMU documentation.
Structure of the boxplots Unless stated otherwise, the structure of the boxplots is as fol-
lows: The box indicates the first and third quartiles; the pink line marks the median. The
whiskers extend to the last performance-counter value greater/smaller than the first/third
quartile minus/plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. The green markers show the individual
outliers.

5.2 System and process monitoring

A system monitor like the TM observes all processes in the system, while a process monitor
is scoped to a single process. Generally speaking, performance measurements from a system
monitor have a higher mean variation since the OS and other running processes influence
the measurements (see Sect. 2). Compared to a process monitor, a system monitor is less
dependent on the operating system in the normal world and its internal data structures,
which fosters stability during system updates. We claim that in an environment suitable for
the TM, i.e., monotonous but CPU-intensive tasks (see Sect. 4), a process monitor yields
results comparable to a system monitor. To assess this claim, we compare the measurement
results from the TM and the perf tool, which is a process monitoring tool provided by the
Linux kernel. We conduct two experiments to compare the performance-counter values for a
comparably long-running application (100s) and a short-running application (one second).

In the first experiment, thecpu stressor from stress-ng runs for 100swhile the TMcollects
the performance counters every second. Afterward, we again run the cpu stressor for 100s
while measuring the counters using the perf tool. We average the output per second. For
better clarity, only four representative hardware performance counters are illustrated. The
counter inst_retired describes the number of instructions architecturally executed, inst_spec
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(a) inst retired, inst spec, and bus cycle (1 × 100 s) (b) inst retired, inst spec, and bus cycle (100 × 1 s)

(c) exc taken (1 × 100 s) (d) exc taken (100 × 1 s)

Fig. 4 Comparison of performance-counter values of an application that runs 100 s and one that runs 100 ×
1s. For each application, we obtain performance-counter values from Linux’s perf tool (process monitoring)
and our TM (system monitoring). Each marker represents a single measurement value

refers to the number of instructions speculatively executed, bus_cycles counts the number of
bus cycles, and exc_taken is the number of interrupts. Figure4 shows that the performance-
counter values measured by the TM and the perf tool are comparable. Figure4c shows the
measurement for taken exceptions to accommodate for different value ranges and thus scales.
The values differ slightly because the TMmonitors thewhole system and is, therefore, subject
to variations caused by the OS. Thus, it is reasonable that the values from the TM are slightly
higher. The values reported by perf are averaged, so they resemble a horizontal line.

In the second experiment, the cpu stressor runs 100 times for one second. The results of
these measurements are shown in Figs. 4b and 4d. This time, the perf data is not averaged
but sampled each second, like the TM data. We can see that the performance counters of the
TM and perf differ slightly. However, the fluctuation of the TM values is less pronounced.
Regarding the exc_taken counter, we recognize higher values when monitored with the TM
and compared to the perf values. Interestingly, the counted exceptions differ from the number
of exceptions when executing the long-running application. We assume that this is due to
the higher amount of administrative tasks linked to repeatedly spawning the short-running
process on the system: In case the application runs for 100s, the code that interprets the
arguments initializes the worker and exits the tool is executed only once. When executing
the application 100 times for one second, all the surrounding tasks are also run through 100
times.

To sum up, the results from the two monitoring types are still very similar and differ
only slightly. Thus, we use the user-friendly tool perf for a simplified data gathering for all
performance counters to get an overview of the behavior of different performance counters
for different stressors.

5.3 Selection of the performance counters

Given that our development board can monitor a maximum of six hardware performance
counters at once, this Section focuses on the selection of a set of counters. Therefore, we
compare three different sets of randomly chosen performance counters. To assess the different
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Fig. 5 Performance-counter values for all 183 stressors from stress-ng for all three sets. Each dot represents
the performance-counter value for a single benchmark, the box indicates the first and third quartiles; the pink
line marks the median. The whiskers extend to the last performance-counter value greater/smaller than the
first/third quartile minus/plus 1.5 times the interquartile range

counters, all stressors are measured with the perf tool in time-based multiplexing mode. In
multiplexingmode, perf reconfigures the event countersmultiple times using the performance
measuring framework of the Linux kernel. The kernel keeps track of measurement phases
for each counter and finally interpolates the measurement values. For this evaluation, we
sequentially execute all stress-ng stressors for 100s.

Figure 5 illustrates the performance counters, grouped by the three sets, along with their
observed values for all benchmarks from stress-ng. Each marker represents a single stressor;
some remarkable stressors are discussed in the following.

The first set comprises the number ofwrite accesses to the bus (bus_access_st), bus_cycles,
exc_taken, the number of level 1 data-cache writebacks (l1d_cache_wb), the number of
level 1 instruction-cache accesses (l1i_cache), and the number of architecturally executed
writes the translation table base (ttbr_write_retired). The second set also includes the coun-
ters bus_access_st, exc_taken, and ttbr_write_retired. In addition, three other performance
counters, the number of level 1 instruction TLB refills (l1i_tlb_refill), level 1 data-cache
refills (l1d_cache_refill), and level 1 data-cache refills on writes (l1d_store_misses), are
used. The third set contains the number of bus_cycles and the number of exc_taken already
used in the first set. In addition, the number of exceptions returned (exc_return) is observed.
Further, the third set includes inst_retired, inst_spec, and the number of level 1 data-cache
accesses (l1d_cache).

Overall, all counters used show diverse values in comparatively large value ranges for
different stressors. In some cases, however, the values for a single stressor or performance
counter deviate for one or more stressors:
bus_access_st The number of bus write accesses exhibits high variations between 5 ·
104 (sigio) and 4.9 · 1010 (numa).
bus_cycles In comparison to the number of bus write accesses, the number of bus cycles is
higher and visually denser, ranging from 8 · 108 (sigio) to 2.2 · 1011 (mmapfork).
exc_taken The number of exceptions taken (i.e., the number of issued interrupts) is identical
to the number of exceptions returned (assuming a normal system function) and ranges from
1.4 · 104 (copy-file) to 4.3 · 108 (personality).
inst_spec & inst_retired Both instruction-related performance counters exhibit high values
for all stressors, ranging from 8 · 108 / 5 · 108 (sigio) to 5.6 · 1011 (shellsort).
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Fig. 6 Histogram over detection rates in 10% steps for all 183 stressors for all three sets. The detection rate
is the ratio of correct predictions of a running stressor to the number of total predictions

l1d_cache Regarding the l1d_cache, the stressor nop has by far the lowest count of around
9.7 · 107.
l1d_cache_refill Some stressors are outstanding when looking at the number of level 1 data-
cache refills, such as matrix and lockf, which both have very high counts of level 1
data-cache refills of around 18 ·109 and 14 ·109. kill has the third most refills, with a count
of 7.3 · 109.
ttbr_write_retired Regarding the number of writes to the translation table base, the stressors
can be subdivided into roughly three groups: For the stressors sigpipe, sigpending,
nice, and others, the number of counted events is below 150, often 0. Stressors like
tlb-shootdown, lockf, lockofd, and zombie are in the range between 2 000 and
3.5 · 105. Others like sockmany, tee, and sigrt exhibit high values in the range of
1.3 · 106 to 9.1 · 107.

In summary, the three presented sets of events are made up of performance counters with
large value ranges for different stressors. For each performance counter, different stressors
show particular behavior, indicating that different applications can be distinguished by their
performance-counter values, as will be shown in the following.

5.4 Distinguishability of stressors

In this section, we evaluate the detection rates for all 183 stressors. Each stressor is executed
for 100s, and the TM conducts the inference process every second. After conducting the
inference process, theTM logs the inferred stressor to the normalworld via the serial interface.
As a performance metric, we rely on a simple detection rate: We calculate the ratio of correct
predictions to the number of total predictions. For instance, the detection rate of a stressor
is 98.98% if it is recognized 98 times out of 99 triggers of the TM. On the other hand, if all
decisions during a run of a specific stressor fail to log the correct application, the detection rate
is 0.00%. Since there is no unknown class, the classic machine-learning metrics (precision
and recall) cannot be determined meaningfully. Figure6 shows a histogram of the detection
rate for all stressors in 10% steps. From the three sets we analyzed, set 3 correctly (i.e., with
an accuracy of above 90%) classifies 157 out of our 183 evaluated stressors (86%), while
the other sets have slightly lower accuracy (72% for set 1, 59% for set 2). The histogram
illustrates that the detection rate for each stressor is either very high (in the bin [90; 100]) or
very low (in the bin [90; 100], 0% in most cases).
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Fig. 7 Detection rates for a selection of 48 stressors and the three sets of performance counters (see Fig. 5).
The detection rate is the ratio of correct predictions of a running stressor to the number of total predictions

In many of the instances with very low detection rates, this is caused by the high similarity
between two stressors. Hence, the counted events for both tasks do not differ, and the TM
has no means to distinguish them.

Figure 7 shows the individual detection rates for running a selection of 48 running stressors,
including several noticeable stressors that will be detailed in the following. Subsequent to
an introduction to our evaluation setup, we analyze the TM’s behavior for two outstanding
stressors locka and mlock:
locka The stressor locka has a detection rate of almost zero. Instead, the TM consis-
tently classifies a running locka stressor as lockofd. locka and lockofd are very
similar; both concurrently lock and unlock regions of a file using different locking mech-
anisms (POSIX advisory locking vs. Linux open file description locks, see fcntl(2)). Their
similarity is also reflected in their runtime behavior: locka and lockofd exhibit simi-
lar performance-counter values with overlapping ranges. This makes reliable differentiation
between locka and lockofd impossible.

While most of the stressors either are detected reliably (close to 100%) or not at all (close
to 0%), the stressor mmap stands out with a detection rate of 86%. Sometimes, the TM
classifies mmap as either zero or urandom; the detection rate for the stressors urandom
and zero is 100%, excluding transition periods.

Figure 8 visualizes the performance counters while the mmap stressor is running: For
every performance counter, the observed values for all three stressors are in a similar value
range, and for most counters, the dense value ranges for zero and urandom overlap the
relatively broad range for mmap. This relatively high fluctuation of counter values for mmap
hinders reliable detection on the basis of a single measurement. The low variation of counter
values for zero and urandom, on the other hand, facilitates a reliable detection of these
stressors.

Overall, we observe a very high detection rate of the currently running application that
varies depending on the chosen set of performance counters. For the best-performing set 3,
157 out of 183 (86%) stressors have been detected with an accuracy of almost 100%, while
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Fig. 8 Performance-counter values for the stressors mmap, zero, and urandom. Each dot represents the
performance-counter values for a single benchmark, the box indicates the first and third quartiles; the pink
line marks the median. The whiskers extend to the last performance-counter value greater/smaller than the
first/third quartile minus/plus 1.5 times the interquartile range

Fig. 9 Performance-counter values for stressor dir and stressor getdent without active rootkit (base) and
with the Diamorphine rootkit activated (rk). The activation of the rootkit significantly influences the observed
performance-counter values or variances

many of the non-detected stressors have an almost identical twin that hardly differs in terms
of performance-counter values.

5.5 Rootkit detection

We use TM to indirectly detect the presence of Diamorphine [78], a Linux-kernel–module
rootkit, based on deviations in the performance-counter values. For this evaluation, we use
the performance counters from set3 (due to their high rate of distinguished stressors). The
Diamorphine rootkit finds and modifies the OS’s syscall table and can become invisible (to
the user), hide or unhide any process, grant any user root rights, and hide files. We analyze
the rootkit’s effect on the performance-counter values. Once no stressor or a non-expected
stressor is detected, the TM classifies the system as being compromised.
dir and getdent The stressorsdir and getdent both use the file systemAPI that ismodified
byDiamorphine to hide files and directories.dir creates and removes directories usingmkdir
and rmdir, getdent recursively reads the directories /proc, /dev, /tmp, /sys, and /run using
getdents and getdents64 [76]. dir, without an active rootkit, is recognized with a rate of
99%. With Diamorphine running, dir behaves differently w.r.t. the performance counters
and thus has a detection rate of 0%. We observe similar behavior for getdent, whose
detection rate declines from 99% (96/97) to 0% (0/97).

To reason the detection rates dropping to zero, Fig. 9 shows the measurement results for
the baseline dir and getdent applications, as well as the applications with the rootkit
running: When comparing the non-rootkit baselines with their values while the rootkit is
running, all monitored performance counters show noticeable changes in the observed values
or variances.
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Fig. 10 Performance-counter values for stressor fork and stressor chroot without active rootkit (base)
and with the Diamorphine rootkit activated (rk). fork and chroot overlap in the number of retired and
speculated instructions

fork and chroot The fork stressor stands out because the detection rate of the TM goes down
from almost 100%without the rootkit to nearly 0%with the rootkit enabled.When the rootkit
is enabled, the TM mixes the fork stressor up with the chroot stressor. Figure10 shows
a comparison of the performance-counter values of fork and chroot: The number of bus
cycles is similar for all four cases (fork and chroot with and without rootkit) and barely
allows any conclusion regarding the running application. The number of exceptions taken and
returned is slightly influenced by the rootkit for both stressors, but the value ranges for both
stressors are still easily distinguishable. The number of retired and speculated instructions
each are in a similar range, both with and without rootkit for both stressors, while the rootkit
consistently reduces the observed values. The same applies to the number of level 1–data-
cache accesses. These overlaps in the value range eventually lead to the model classifying
fork as chroot.

The weights of the trained model seem to give higher precedence to the very good fit of
the speculated instructions curve of the chroot stressor and the fork stressor with rootkit
enabled. This is the case compared to the less good fits for the cache references and retired
instructions.

To sum up, the enabled Diamorphine rootkit impacts multiple of the counted events.
Depending on the running stressor, the rootkit can be detected with higher or lower accuracy.
Stressors that do not use syscalls that have been modified by the rootkit are not impacted
at all. This makes it challenging to predict how an attack, such as a rootkit, influences the
system behavior and the performance-counter values in general. Still, we demonstrate that
the TM is able to detect deviations from the normal application behavior and, in an indirect
manner, the presence of a kernel-level rootkit.

5.6 Overhead

As the last evaluation of our TM, we evaluate the overhead of the periodic execution of the
performance-counter collection and process inference. For the evaluation of the rootkit detec-
tion, the TMwas configured to use a measurement interval of 1 s. However, the classification
benefits from a higher measurement frequency, both due to the higher resolution and the
reduced impact of task switching during a sampling period. A higher execution frequency,
on the other hand, leads to an increased number of interruptions of the workload and thus
increases the overhead.

Weevaluate the overhead ofmultiplemeasurement frequencies bymeasuring the reduction
in CPU performance for a 10s workload. We determine the CPU performance by running
the CPU stressor of stress-ng. The result is given in so-called Bogus Operations per Second
(bogo), i.e., executed iterations of aCPU-intensiveworkload.Our baseline is a systemwithout
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Fig. 11 CPU overhead of the TM for different measurement intervals in the range [5ms; 1 s]. A lower interval
leads to an increased number of context switches to the secure world, which reduces the CPU time for other
tasks

the TM. Figure11 illustrates the overhead for TM intervals between 5ms and 1000ms: For
the interval of 1000ms, the overhead is only 2% compared to the system without the TM
being initialized. stress-ng reports 1534 bogo without TM and 1506 bogo with TM when
running the CPU stressor for ten seconds. For an interval of 200ms, the CPU performance
is reduced by 5.5%, which might still be acceptable for some systems. A further reduction
of the interval results in a noticeable performance reduction, reaching an overhead of 42%
at an interval of 5ms.
Summary Our evaluation shows that the TM correctly classifies 86% of the 183 stress-
ng stressors, even though some of the stressors cannot be distinguished due to their similar
runtime behavior (e.g., locka and lockofd). Because of its nature (see Sect. 4), we expect
that an embedded application can be typically represented with considerably less than 183
stressors. During the evaluation, the TM was not only used to identify the currently running
application but also to detect the kernel-level rootkit Diamorphine with high detection rates.
The overhead induced by the systemmonitoring depends on the sampling frequency but stays
below 2% for the configuration used during our evaluations.

6 Conclusion

With the widespread use of IoT devices, their security has become increasingly important.
In this paper, we propose the TM, an anomaly-detection approach based on low-level system
monitoringwith hardware performance counters. Our approach relies on a TEE to be securely
isolated from both applications and the operating system. This isolation prevents tampering
with the TM, even if the untrusted operating system is compromised. Circumventing the
TM is highly unlikely due to the potential attack’s influence on the system behavior. Once
deviations from the expected performance-counter values are detected, our TM reveals the
attack and activates countermeasures (e.g., a system reset).

In our evaluation, we show that hardware performance counters characterize the system
behavior and can be used to detect unwanted deviations. Using the example of the stress-ng
stressors, we can infer the currently running application from within the TM. Our evaluation
further demonstrates that our TM is able to detect the impact of the open-source rootkit
Diamorphine on the system. The trained ANN model reliably detects unexpected deviations
in the system performance counters when the rootkit is activated.
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The overhead induced by our TM stays below 2% in the configuration used during our
evaluation, yet the TM correctly classifies the current application with a high detection rate.
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